INSIGHTS ON COVID-19
PART II

FOUR CONSUMER
SEGMENTS
EMERGING OUT OF
THE CRISIS
Global study details:
Markets: USA, Brazil, France, UK, Germany, Spain, Belgium,
China, South Africa
N=500 in each market, national representative
Fieldwork: 29 May – 16 June 2020

COMFORTABLE
OPTIMISTS
Consumers who are still very optimistic about the future,
probably because financially they haven’t been impacted so
much. Many of them were able to save up some the same or
even higher amounts of money during the lockdown.
Considering they are well-off financially, they don’t feel guilty
to spend money (often on high-quality brands). Nevertheless,
like the other groups, they will review their financial plans to
further optimise and grow their wealth.

CONSIDERATE
SPENDERS
They are impacted by the crisis, especially financially. Still,
they are saving more as they review their financial plans,
monthly bills, and go to cheaper stores. That's why they are
optimistic about the future as their financial plan allows them
to keep enjoying life and treat themselves once in a while.
This segment is most keen to prioritise eco-friendly, ethical
and local when purchasing products. Prevalently younger
consumers.

CAUTIOUS WAITAND-SEERS
Like the Comfortable optimists, they are also not heavily
impacted by the pandemic, at least not financially. They will
keep spending at the rate they did before the crisis, but they
will most likely look for cheaper options. However, unlike the
Comfortable optimists, they are pessimistic about the future
and feel somewhat disoriented in the “new normal”. They
don’t have a clear plan on how to tackle the crisis and are
rather inert to change.

FINANCIAL
SURVIVORS
The crisis has struck people in this segment the hardest. For
them, every penny matters and they have to save on anything
they can. They have to modify their spending habits the most,
and are definitely not in the position to spend money on
expensive and unnecessary goods. As they are struggling
financially, they have a pessimistic view of the future and are
worried about how they will be able to deal with the
changing economic situation.

older generation,
mostly male

WHO ARE THE
COMFORTABLE OPTIMISTS?

spend the most

The percentage of people
who were able to save
more or the same amount
of money:
They have an OPTIMISTIC
outlook on when will life
get back to normal and
generally, they believe life will
improve after the crisis.

They feel the MOST
FINANCIALLY
SECURE, now and in
the future.

79%

Financially they feel THE LEAST UPSET.
They are also the least likely to change purchasing behaviour,
as they don't feel guilty to keep spending.

of comfortable
optimists

vs.
Only 25% of comfortable optimists have seen a
cut in their income
vs.

58%
of total
population

46% of total population.

Comfortable optimists are the most prevalent in
GERMANY and CHINA.

Careful with spending as one
should these days, though not
planning to change behaviour too
much. Treating oneself is still
important!

Least likely to review
current financial or
recurring payment plans.
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BE CAREFUL WITH WHAT I SPEND MONEY ON

14%

Will most likely keep buying the same
products when it comes to food, beauty, wine
and household. They will go to the same
restaurants and bars, but a fewer times.
The same goes for fashion items. Comfortable
optimists won't look for cheaper options.
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WHAT DO COMFORTABLE OPTIMISTS
MEAN FOR YOUR BUSINESS?
If Comfortable optimists are your key target consumer group, then you are pretty safe.
Your customers are still happy and positive. They don’t need much reassurance, as
they believe the future will be bright again once the pandemic is over.
Nevertheless, in uncertain times, keep in mind that every customer is at risk. The more
your product is a non-essential item, the more you will need to show its worth to all
your customers, including the Comfortable optimists.
Maintain an honest and trustworthy relationship with them and keep highlighting the
value your products or services bring to their lives.
Creating experiences that revolve around enjoying life in a safe environment together
with the family, will keep them interested - even if your product comes at a higher
price.

younger
generations
careful with money,
focus on eco-friendly,
ethical and local

WHO ARE THE
CONSIDERATE SPENDERS?

The percentage of people
who were able to save
more or the same amount
of money:
They have the most OPTIMISTIC
outlook on when will life get back
to normal, even tough the crisis
impacted their finances.

They feel they need to
watch their pennies, but
by smart saving they are
still able to enjoy life.

54%

Financially they feel UPSET.
They are not fully secure about how to pay all household bills. Hence
reviewing all bills and financial plans are high on their agenda.
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vs.
Almost half (53%) of considerate spenders have
seen a cut in their income
vs.

58%
of total
population

46% of total population.

Considerate spenders are more prevalent in countries
with less governmental support. Most dominant in China,
South Africa and Brasil.

Considerate spenders are careful with their
money, however, they will not sacrifice on
everything. Treating themselves, even if this
means buying something non-essential is
important for them!
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(average across a wide variety of product categories)
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BE CAREFUL WITH WHAT I SPEND MONEY ON
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will stop
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Preferably, they buy the same
products, but will rather purchase
fewer times (e.g. for bars, restaurants,
beauty, fashion). When it comes to
holidays and kids entertainment, they
will look for cheaper options.

To keep the level of
"good life", they will
optimise their spend by
reviewing recurring bills
and financial plans.

41%

will
willbuy
buy the same
the same41%

38%

CHANGE MY TELCO PROVIDER
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CHANGE MY INSURANCE POLICIES

WHAT DO CONSIDERATE SPENDERS
MEAN FOR YOUR BUSINESS?
If your products are "commodity", i.e. products which can easily be bought elsewhere
and possibly cheaper (e.g. food, fashion, monthly or yearly subscription plans), then
you'll have to invest heavily in engaging with the Considerate spenders.
They are at risk as they will save wherever they can so there is enough money left for
enjoying life and purchasing "guilty pleasures".
Positioning your products or services as essential contributors for enjoying life both in
the short and long term will be crucial when communicating with this group.
The concept "good value for money" fits perfectly with Considerate spenders, which
also means that any price increases need to be considered carefully.
However, value is not linked only to money for them; it is also a combination of quality,
offering enjoyable experience and taking care of life in the long term.
Positioning your products as ethical and environmentally friendly will resonate the
best with this type of consumers.

They can pay their bills
and don’t feel guilty to
keep spending.

WHO ARE THE
CAUTIOUS WAIT-AND-SEERS?

The percentage of people
who were able to save
more or the same amount
of money:
They have a PESSIMISTIC
outlook on future, even tough
the crisis didn't heavily impacted
their finances.

Not impacted much
financially. Still they'll
spend carefully, though
no structured plan.

59%

of cautious
wait-andseers

At the moment, financially they feel little UPSET.
They are rather inert to change and don’t have a structured plan ready.
They will likely keep buying and spending the same, but will
definitely buy cheaper options if they see them.

vs.
42% of cautious wait-and-seers have seen a cut
in their income
vs.

58%
of total
population

46% of total population.

Cautious wait-and-seers are more prevalent in European
countries (except Germany).

Cautious Wait-and-seeers want
to careful with their money and
will do this most by spending
less on non-essential products.
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(average across a wide variety of product categories)
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BE CAREFUL WITH WHAT I SPEND MONEY ON

32%

Preferably, they buy the same
products, but will rather purchase
fewer times (e.g. for bars, restaurants,
beauty, fashion). When it comes to
holidays and kids entertainment, they
will look for cheaper options.

They are less likely to review their
recurrent bills and financial plans,
pointing to some resistance to
change. No clear strategy on how
to react to the pandemic.

41%

will
willbuy
buy the same
the same41%

38%

CHANGE MY TELCO PROVIDER
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CHANGE MY INSURANCE POLICIES

WHAT DO CAUTIOUS WAIT-ANDSEEERS MEAN FOR YOUR BUSINESS?
So far, this type of consumer has probably been your most loyal customer as they
don't like when things change.
But now, when the world around them is changing rapidly, they feel at a loss.
Cautious wait-and-seers are aware they should do something, but they don't have a
structured plan to tackle the change. However, they will adapt their behaviour if it's
easy enough and if opportunities are close and attainable. This translates to visiting
cheaper stores and buying more affordable products.
Therefore, make sure to stay relevant, possibly by offering discounts once in a while.
As they are anxious and quite pessimistic about the future, reassurance messages
without being too optimistic will keep them interested in your brand stories.

Younger
generations

WHO ARE THE
FINANCIAL SURVIVORS?

Every penny
matters

The percentage of people
who were able to save
more or the same amount
of money:
They have a VERY
PESSIMISTIC outlook on
future, as they are hit by
the crisis the hardest.

They HAVE TO SAVE on
everything they can.
Treating themselves is not
possible anymore.

31%

Financially they feel THE MOST UPSET.
Most likely they will look for cheaper alternatives. They don't feel
financially secure and they don't think their life will improve.
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65% of financial survivors have seen a cut in
their income
vs.

58%
of total
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46% of total population.

Most financial survivors can be found in South-Africa.

Careful spending is
priority number one for
Financial survivors. And
this translates to cutting
down on many factors.

They are reviewing and
optimising all plans and
bills, so they can pay all
their basic expenses.

PLANNING TO DO IN THE NEXT 12 MONTHS
(average across a wide variety of product categories)
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Most likely to downgrade on product choice,
or buy fewer products if that is manageable
for their finances. When it comes to choosing
cheaper options, they will opt for cheaper
food products, household items, fashion and
kids entertainment.
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WHAT DO FINANCIAL SURVIVORS
MEAN FOR YOUR BUSINESS?
Having financial survivors in your customer base will undoubtedly hurt your profit.
These consumers are in distress and will appreciate any support they can get.
Ideally, you could offer them more discounts or cheaper products.
Though they will not generate a profitable revenue short-term, long-term they
might turn into your best advocates. By helping them get over this crisis, you will
build and maintain a relationship with them based on trust and reliability.

Curious to find out more
about customer segments
and other COVID-19 findings?
Get in touch with us
at info@boobook.world!

